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News from the EFBWW
Russia must end its military

all humanitarian support for the

aggression immediately! Work
Towards Peace, Not War

Ukrainian people in distress and to

EFBWW and ETUI conference
on Digital Organising and

prepare necessary actions to protect

Campaigning

EFBWW and BWI strongly condemn

and extract those at risk. We ex-

Organising workers and reversing

the violence and military actions

press full solidarity and stand side-

the downward trend in trade union

against Ukraine and call upon Russia

by-side with our affiliate PROFBUD,

membership are two big challeng-

to end its military aggression imme-

the Ukrainian building workers un-

es for trade unions. The EFBWW

diately and withdraw its troops from

ion, its staff and its members, and

and ETUI organised a joint webinar

all of Ukraine. We join the interna-

with all trade unions and people in

- Digital Tools for Organising and

tional community in calling to stop

the region. More info.

Campaigning - to discuss new ways

the assault and give peace a

and solutions to address

chance. Diplomacy is the only

these topics. The debate fo-

way forward! We call on Rus-

cused on the digital tools that

sia, the Ukraine, the United

are available today for organ-

States and the European Un-

ising and campaigning. Ex-

ion to go back to the negotia-

perts and affiliates provided

tion tables and find a long and

several examples of commu-

lasting peaceful solution. The

nication practices and suc-

military actions disrupt the

cessful organising campaigns

lives of millions of citizens in a

using digital tools. This gener-

region which is already being

ated further interest in the

confronted with many eco-

topic how to organise and

nomic and social hardships.

reach out to workers in different countries. The EFBWW hopes

policy makers in the EU and the in-

Call to donate to “Peace in
Ukraine Fund”

ternational organisations to ensure

The EFBWW and BWI appeal to all

area.

EFBWW and BWI urge the relevant

to continue and go forward in this

affiliates to donate generously to
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FIEC, in cooperation with EBC,
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ton, USA. Regarding health and safe-

the European Union must take a

ty, there is insufficient involvement

stand to bring the European project

of workers and their union repre-

back to the citizens and “do more

sentatives in the design and imple-

than provide rich business owners

mentation of adequate safety

with cheap labour”.

measures at HeidelbergCement operations. Trade union organisations

EC proposes draft legislation

call for the establishment of health

on Due Diligence

launched a joint Pact for Skills in

and safety committees where inex-

The European Commission finally

Construction. Calling for concrete

istent or their revival where not

proposed its draft legislation on

commitments by construction and

functioning. More info.

Corporate Sustainability Due Dili-

education stakeholders at all levels,
the Pact aims at mobilising a con-

gence. The proposal is especially
important for the construction,

certed effort among private and

Swedish construction worker
speaks at EESC conference:

public partners for quality invest-

the Future is in your hands

ry sectors, where the (international)

ment in vocational education and

The Swedish construction worker

supply chains are very lengthy and

training, as well as in knowledge,

and trade unionist, Kim Söderström,

complex. The exploitation of vulner-

skills and competences to the bene-

was invited to speak at the high-

able workers and the non-respect

fit the European construction sector

level conference organised by the

of fundamental labour rights and

workforce. The goal is to upskill and

European Economic and Social Com-

standards mostly take place at the

reskill overall at least 25% of the

mittee (EESC) on the Future of Eu-

lowest levels in the chain. After the

workforce of the construction indus-

rope. His proposals to increase the

delay in delivering the proposal, the

try in the next 5 years. Endorse

fight against social dumping and

draft legislation falls short, particu-

here.

improve working conditions for con-

larly on the concrete involvement

struction workers in Europe has

of workers and trade unions in

EFBWW/BWI/IndustriAll call

gained a lot of support amongst citi-

shaping and monitoring sustainable

on HeidelbergCement to

zens and stakeholders involved in

business due diligence strategies.

consider safety and health as

the Conference on the Future of

More info here and here.

a fundamental right

Europe. According to Söderström

The EFBWW, BWI Global Union and

IndustriALL Global Union call on HeidelbergCement to consider health
and safety as one of the Fundamental Principles and Rights at Work. In
a joint letter sent to the company,
the three organisations denounce
the significant number of difficulties
faced by members in their collective
bargaining with HeidelbergCement
at local level, including the ongoing
industrial action in Seattle, WashingPage 2
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Projects
EFBWW demands direct jobs
and quality apprenticeships in
the YES Project conference

investment and considered that

DESOCO Seminar with the

business models based on low

Slovenian Social Partners

skilled, cheap labour hinder innova-

In the framework of the DESOCO

The EFBWW participated in the

tion.

project, a seminar took place on 9th

Youth Employment Skillset in

February organised in collaboration

Posting (YES Project) dissemination

SUSODCO final conference:

with the Slovenian social partners.

webinar, organised by the European

Save the Date! 16 March 2022

The Slovenian reality of social dia-

Association of Paritarian Institutions

logue and how the problem of Mus-

(AEIP) –looking at the skills of post-

culoskeletal Disorders (MSD) is

ed workers in the construction sec-

tackled in the Slovenian construc-

tor and opportunities from the vali-

The SUSODCO project, which was

tion sector were debated. Presenta-

dation of competences and voca-

launched in March 2020, brings to-

tions showed different practical

tional training. EFBWW’s general

gether the national social partners

approaches ranging from individual

secretary, Tom Deleu, spoke in the

of the construction sector from Cen-

habits and adaptation to specific

panel dedicated to the limits and

tral (Slovenia, Hungary), South-East

work situations, to company pro-

opportunities of provision of infor-

(Croatia, Bulgaria) and Southern Eu-

grams to support employees, and

mation, vocational training abroad

rope (Cyprus, Greece). Its main ob-

to concepts that are focussing on

and certification of competences for

jective is to enhance the communi-

prevention of working conditions.

mobile and posted workers in the

cation skills and capacities of the

Other presentations covered the

construction sector. He presented

participating partners for an im-

work of the Bilbao Agency in the

the constructionworkers.eu website

proved and effective social dialogue.

field of MSD and supporting tech-

where migrant and posted workers

During the final conference, the pro-

nical progress to minimise the han-

can find information on wages and

ject partners will present the results

dling of heavy loads by the German

working conditions in 36 countries

of the national project campaigns.

accident insurance. The EFBWW

in 30 languages. He also mentioned

and the SUSODCO platform will be

and FIEC agreed to work on MSD by

the impact of the green transition

launched officially. Register here by

collecting good practice examples.

on the demand of new skills and

no later than 4 March.

News from our affiliates
Poland
Budowlani and Solidarność
denounce impasse in wage
negotiations at Ikea Industry
The trade union Budowlani and the
National Secretariat of Construction
and Wood Industry NSZZ Solidarność are concerned about the impasse in the wage negotiations be-

tween the trade unions and the em-

they conclude. The trade unions

ployer at IKEA Industry Poland. In a

urge the company to stop harassing

joint position, the trade unions ex-

and intimidating union leaders and

plain that IKEA Industry Poland pre-

to respect the fundamental rights of

sented its position on wage regula-

trade unions. “Employee demands,

tion “without showing real readi-

in the face of a real reduction in the

ness to undertake collective bar-

value of employee earnings, cannot

gaining and give a substantive re-

be disregarded by a well-known

sponse to the trade union de-

company with a recognizable mar-

mands”. “This is not a dialogue”,

ket brand in the world”. Budowlani
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and Solidarność underline their support to the development of industrial relations based on the principles
of social dialogue, and stress that
they expect the same from employ-

France
French trade unions and BWI
denounce accidents in Olympic
Village construction sites

ers. More info.

to the Construction Industry Joint
Council (CIJC) seeking a 10% wage
increase in a bid to compensate pay
cuts and the rise in the cost of living. The union is warning that unless the industry begins offering
decent wages it will result in the
continuing failure to attract new

Croatia

starters and in the worsening of the

SGH fights for the rights of

skills shortage. Unite general secre-

Turkish workers in Croatia

tary Sharon Graham said:

The Croatian Construction Union

"Construction workers are highly

(SGH) started a campaign to organ-

French trade unions - FNCB-CFDT,

skilled and are essential to the UK’s

ise Turkish workers exploited at a

CGT, FO - and BWI denounced the

future prosperity. But they are fed

railway construction project, run by

two accidents which occurred in

up with years of wage attacks. So,

the Turkish company Cengiz and

January at the Saint-Denis construc-

with growth across the sector now

funded by European Union (EU).

tion sites in Paris and strongly urge

forecast, we’re simply asking that

SGH visited the site, distributed

Solideo and Grand Paris to accept

our members get their fair share of

leaflets and forms for workers to

carrying out joint international in-

rewards.” Graham warned that “the

become union members. As a reac-

spections. Investigations are ongo-

union will be taking radical

tion, the subcontractor CIAY Engi-

ing in both cases. In a statement,

measures to ensure that construc-

neering, and employer of the work-

BWI explains that “the closer the

tion workers secure a fair pay rise."

ers dismissed 5 of them. The union

deadline for the delivery of work,

Pay negotiations will be held

condemns the dismissal as punish-

workers face more pressure and

throughout the spring. More info.

ment for contacting a trade union.

safety risks.” It was in this context,

This is a most serious violation of

that the French trade unions and

the freedom to organise as guaran-

BWI met with Solideo already in De-

Italy

teed by Croatian law and in line with

cember 2021 to propose a construc-

Social partners applaud

international standards. SGH Presi-

tive partnership that would allow

dent Jasenka Vukšić stressed “We

the free access of French unions to

Government proposal to grant
tax bonuses to compliance

need to ensure equal treatment of

all the sites of the Village, to obtain

with CBAs

all workers in Croatia regardless of

all the information needed about

Italian Trade unions (FenealUil, Filca

whether they are Croatian citizens

the companies on site and of posted

Cisl and Fillea Cgil) and building em-

or migrant workers. We expect the

workers as well as organising a new

ployers' associations approve the

Inspectorate to act in accordance

meeting in January to set up joint

Government proposal to link build-

with its mandate because it has the

international inspections with BWI.

ing bonuses to compliance with the

obligation to control and the right to
penalise if the employers are violating the law and infringing workers’ rights”.

construction collective bargaining

UK
Unite demands 10% pay increase for construction workers
Unions have submitted a pay claim
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and formalised in a letter sent to
the Minister of Labour and Social
Policies in January in which they
highlighted the need for absolute
compliance. They consider that it is
the only possible way “to guarantee
that all the efforts put in place for
the economic and sustainable restart of the country, starting with
the building bonuses, are aimed exclusively at qualified operators, who
respect all the same rules, and
which put the health and safety of
workers first ". More info.

Bulgaria
Post Recovery and Digital Trade
Unionism
The Confederation of Labour Podkrepa, under the umbrella of the
ETUC, has started implementing a
project regarding digital trade unionism. As part of the Confederation, the Federation “Construction,
Industry and Water Supply” Podkrepa is one of the project’s partners. The project’s goal is to
strengthen the role of trade unions
in mitigating the impact of the
COVID-19 crisis. The “Digital trade

unionism” project aims at improving

digital skills among union members
as well as improving the communication in the structures of the trade
union and the possibilities for using
digital tools. The project running
time is 15 months, i.e. from 1st February 2022 to end of April
2023. The sectors covered by the
project are public administration,
water supply, construction, services
and tourism. The “Digital Trade
Unionism” project includes 3 main
areas for implementation: research
and analysis of digital skills in the
union and recommendations for

their improvement; development
of an action plan; training.

In this section the EFBWW gives the possibility to its affiliates to share their stories.
If you have news or contributions, do not hesitate to contact pcravina@efbww.eu.

Miscellaneous
ETUC: “Women workers cannot
wait any longer: End violence
and harassment in the world of
work"

steps to ratify, the webinar explored

portionately affected women,

ways forward towards ratification

threatening to reverse progress to-

and took stock of the latest develop-

wards gender equality. It has made

ments at EU level.

the need to address long-standing

The ETUC organised the webinar Women workers cannot wait any
longer: End violence and harass-

ment in the world of work. The
ETUC Women’s Committee has repeatedly stressed the urgent need
of a swift ratification of all Member
states of the ILO Convention 190,
protecting workers from violence
and harassment in the world of
work. As Greece and Italy have completed the ratification of ILO Convention 190 last year and many
Member states are actively taking

structural disadvantages affecting

ETUI study on Reshaping the
Work-Life Balance Directive with
Covid-19 lessons in mind
The ETUI proposes a revision of the
Work–Life Balance Directive 2019 –
the key EU legal instrument that
seeks to address the labour market
disadvantages of those with caring
responsibilities, the majority of
whom are women. This revision is
more urgent after the pandemic.
The Covid-19 pandemic has dispro-

women even more evident
and pressing, including the fact that

women continue to perform a
greater share of unpaid care work.
The paper proposes how various
aspects of the framework could be
strengthened in order to promote its gender equality objectives
in a more effective and transformative way, and to confer recognition
on the social and economic value of
unpaid care work. More info.
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EFBWW Meeting schedule 2022
1 March 2022

EFBWW Standing Committee Wood/Furniture/Forestry

Videoconference

16 March 2022

Final seminar SUSODCO project

Videoconference

17 March 2022

EFBWW OSH Coordination group meeting

Videoconference

18 March 2022

EFBWW Presidium

Brussels, Belgium/Hybrid

25 March 2022

Social dialogue Construction - Plenary meeting

Brussels, Belgium/Hybrid - TBC

24-25 March 2022

Global Holcim Network meeting

Videoconference

26-27 April 2022

BWI World Board meeting

Geneva, Switzerland/Hybrid

28 April 2022

International Workers’ Memorial Day

4 May 2022

EFBWW Standing Committee Building

6 May 2022

EFBWW Auditing Committee

11 May 2022

Social Dialogue Wood - plenary meeting

12 May 2022

Social Dialogue Furniture - plenary meeting

18-19 May 2022

DESOCO project: Thematic Meeting and Social dialogue VET &

31 May 2022

EFBWW Executive Committee

1 June 2022

Social dialogue construction - WP Employment

14 June 2022

EFBWW EWC Coordinators’ meeting

Brussels, Belgium/Hybrid - TBC

13-14 September 2022

EFBWW EWC Coordinators’ meeting and ETUI Training seminar

Naples, Italy - TBC

15 September 2022

EFBWW Standing Committee Wood

EESC Brussels, Belgium

4 October 2022

EFBWW OSH Coordination group meeting

EESC Brussels, Belgium

5 October 2022

Social dialogue construction - WP OSH

4-5 October 2022

BWI-EFBWW joint conference on women in trade

Madrid, Spain

4-8 October 2022

BWI Congress

Madrid, Spain

21 October 2022

Social Dialogue Wood/Furniture WG OSH + VET

10 November 2022

EFBWW Standing Committee Building

EESC Brussels, Belgium

23 November 2022

EFBWW Executive Committee

EESC Brussels, Belgium

6-7 December 2022

EFBWW/BWI MNC conference

Lisbon, Portugal - TBC
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